Why do we need the Higgs The Higgs Limits Prior to LHC: Indirect
• Indirect constraints from precision electro-weak measurements -m W , sin
The Higgs Limits Prior to LHC: Direct
• Direct limits from LEP (1989 LEP ( -2000 : m H > 114.4 GeV at 95% C.L. The Goal
• Goal: origin of EW symmetry breaking, mass discover the Higgs ⇒ major breakthrough exclude the Higgs ⇒ major overthrow of SM
• LHC proton smasher
The Standard Model Higgs
, bb,.. 
Signal and Background
• Higgs production mechanism (signal) gluon fusion weak boson fusion associated production
• The challenge is to distinguish signal from backgrounds, examples:
The CMS Experiment
consistent with gg → H → ZZ or with gg or→ ZZ (background) ⇒ statistical analysis Statistical Analysis
• Bayesian:
Look for all possible channels
• New results last week:
Higgs → mass (GeV) data analysis type
unbinned mass fit
unbinned mass fit • Observe 21 events, mean expected 21.2 ± 0.8 of background ZZ 6 events at m ZZ < 2m Z ∼ 180 GeV, mean expected 2.8 ± 0.2 no new events at m ZZ < 2m Z since 1.1 fb
• Excluding several ranges of mass ⇒ power in combination of several channels
jet → τ had mistag rate from same-sign rate ⇒ Z+jets(W )
• Observe 1 event (eeeτ had ), mean expected 2.5 events background Kinematics: "Matrix Element"
• Likelihood based on angular correlations: 
Trial Factor vs. Local p-value
• Count events and compare to expected (example m H =250 GeV): e − e + νν 6.6 ± 0.7 4.7 ± 0.6 12 ± 3 5.0 ± 1.3 29 ± 4 4.2 ± 0.6 32
• Approaching SM Higgs →
• Exclude SM4 (4 fermion) Higgs
• Require 0, 1, and 2 (VBF) jets
• Reject top: soft µ and b-tag veto 150 GeV: "Golden" Higgs → W W ( * )
• Excluding Higgs 147 -194 GeV at 95% C.L.
(expected 136 -200 GeV)
• Cut-and-count analysis update only multivariate results to be updated later "Golden" Higgs → γγ
• Full reco γγ; split sample in 8 categories for best signal/background both γ in barrel one or two γ in endcap min(R 9 ) >0.94 min(R 9 ) <0.94 min(R 9 ) >0.94 min(R 9 ) <0.94 Associated Production of Higgs → bb
Combination of all possible channels
• New results this week: observed (--) vs. expected (----) expected to exclude 130 -440 GeV Higgs → ZZ ( * ) 
